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Maestro was designed by Boeing, funded by DTRA (US Government) as part of the 
OPERA program. It contained 49 cores from Tilera and was intended for fabrication 
on IBM 90nm SOI-CMOS process [Malone, MAPLD 2009]. The project seems to 
have ceased in 2011 and there have been no publications since then on any 
progress. 

ESA-21469 was an attempt by ESA (NGDSP effort) to buy license for the 21469 
single-core DSP from Analog Devices (USA) and convert it into a space ASIC in 
Europe. The project was aborted due to very high cost of the license [analyzed by 
John Franklin, Astrium-UK as described on ESA DSP Day in 2012 and explained in 
presentations by Dr. Roland Trautner in ESA DSP Day 2014].

Proton 200k is a USA-made card with TI TMS320C6713 running as “temporal TMR” 
[Czajkowski & McCartha, “Ultra Low-Power Space Computer Leveraging Embedded 
SEU Mitigation,” IEEE Aerospace, 2003].

SSDP (Scalable Sensor Data Processor) is ESA-funded project by TAS-E and 
Recore to create a rad-hard DSP. Its first generation will include two Recore DSP 
cores and implement in 180nm CMOS using IMEC DARE library [DSP_Day_2014_-
_SSDP_Development_Status_TASE.pdf, ESA DSP day, Sept 2014]
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The host processor (LEON GR712RC in the slide) is in charge of boot, code 
distribution to the RC64 chips, monitoring their activity, collecting data on radiation 
events, recovery in case of faults, and security.
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Duplicable tasks are designed for data parallelism: Written once, executed in many 
copies (instances)

Each instance receives a unique number (when dispatched by the scheduler). The 
instance number enables the task code in accessing its unique data in shared 
memory.

Each core can execute any task and any instance.

The scheduler dispatches a task (or instance) by sending TWO numbers to a core: 
code entry point, and instance number.

When the core completes execution, it sends a token back to the scheduler.
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Task map is a single box in this case (shadow means duplicable task)

Each instance computes ONE data element.

Number of instances equals number of data elements. Rather than equal to the 
number of cores !
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ESA created several benchmarks for DSP

B5 is communication (diagram on left is from ESA doc):  Demodulation (left top) 
followed by decimation filter (left bottom).

Streaming of infinite input.

On the right, we show TASK MAP for this on RC64.

Each iteration is applied to one large data block (we used 8k samples per block)

Input of next block and output of the results of previous block take place in parallel 
with processing present block.

Result: cf. 7 Msamples/sec on ESA-21469 [John Frank, Astrium-UK, presentation at 
ESA DSP Day 2012].
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Each RC64 may be equipped with:

• Own DDR3 memory

• Own NVM (Flash) memory (not shown)

• SpaceWire links to instruments (not shown)

• Interface to ADC and / or DAC (not shown)

• POL voltage regulators
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Mapping of applications to groups of RC64 ASICs is flexible, manageable by the 
control (host) processors, reconfigurable while in orbit
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